Outdoor spaces.
For entertaining. Summer dinners with
the family. Just everyday living. They've
become an essential and integral part of
landscape design and installation in the
twenty-first century. And for building
outdoor spaces that truly integrate a home
into its setting, nothing surpasses natural
stone. Natural stone adds warmth and a
sense of permanence to any outdoor room
while complementing virtually any style of
home.
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The versatility of color and shapes in
natural stone means that stone can
be used for a wide range of structural
elements; from patio surfaces and drystack walls to more elaborate turns
such as bars, planters and firepits. And
natural stone is the perfect complement
to the water features that have become
a prominent element of many modern
landscapes.
South Riding Nurseries distributes a
broad selection of stone products that
help you create outdoor spaces that are
beautiful as well as functional. This
brochure highlights just a few of our more
popular offerings. To learn more, please
visit the sales yard or give us a call today.
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SOLD BY THE PALLET
Pennsylvania Field Stone

Thin, 1—2” • Standard, 1—4” • Thick, 4—12”
Palletized; 3,200 to 3,500 lbs per pallet.

This naturally occurring stone from Pennsylvania can
vary in thickness as listed above. Pieces are generally
from 6” to 16” across and frequently used for dry-stack
walls due to their uniform flat and angular shapes. Color
can vary by region but is generally in tones of grey.
Reddish or lilac hues are available by special order.

Colonial Wall Stone

This is a full-color bluestone primarily in shades of grey
and blue. The uniformly thick irregular flat shapes work
well in dry-stack walls and provide a linear look.

Steppers

Small,
15-60 pieces
per pallet •

Boulders

Small, 20-40 pieces per pallet • Medium, 5-10 pieces per
pallet • Large, 2-4 pieces per pallet • Extra Large, 1 piece
per pallet

Our Natural Boulders and
Forest Stone vary in size,
shape and color, from
small 6” to 8” stones that
are perfect for creek beds
to large 5’ × 5’ slabs that
can form the centerpiece
of a waterfall. Typically
boulders are rounder
than steppers. Our Forest
Stone is generally a smaller
boulder similar in size
to a basketball. Each is
personally hand-selected
from the mountains
of West Virginia and
Pennsylvania by our vendor, ensuring quality stone on
every pallet.

Irregular Standing Flagstone
1”, 1½” or 2” width
Average pallet weight exceeds 3,500 lbs.

Medium, 6-16 pieces per pallet •
Large, 2-6 pieces per pallet

Steppers can vary in size and
shape by vendor and region.
Small steppers are about the
size of a loaf of bread and
are palletized as 3 to 6 stacks
with 6 to 10 stones per stack.
Medium steppers are usually
2 stacks per pallet with 6 to 8 stones per stack, about 2”
to 8” in width, and large steppers are
single stacked 2½’ to 4’ wide and
6” to 12” in thickness. Steppers are
generally flatter when compared to
boulders and lend themselves to be
used as stepping stones or stacked in
retaining walls.
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This product is stacked vertically to give it its name.
Pieces are uniform in
thickness but vary in
their asymmetrical shape,
generally in larger size
pieces from 24” to 54”. It
is commonly used for
paving walkways and
patios when a more natural
look is desired over cut
dimensional flagstone.

SOLD BY THE PIECE
Dimensional Flagstone

Full color range in 1” and 1½” thicknesses; sized in 6”
increments from 12” × 12” up to 24” × 36”. Thicker and
larger sizes are also available; Select Bluestone and
Thermal selections are available as special order items.
Thermal flagstone is edge-sawn on four or six sides and
heated/flamed on one face; giving tighter tolerances
in all three dimensions that make installation easier.
Select Bluestone is carefully chosen for its deep blue
color uniformity across each piece and pallet. Full Color
Range stone includes blues, greys, greens and browns in
each piece and pallet along with much smaller intrusions
of other complementary tones.

BULK PRODUCT SOLD BY THE TON
Chalet 1–3”

This round to oval
decorative stone product
comes in various sizes and
color ranges. We stock the
popular 1-3” size (golf ball
up to baseball size) and
color blend in hues of grey,
blue, cream, tan and lilac. Chalet is commonly used as
an accent mulch, dry creek bed, or decorative French
drain. This select stone blend should not be confused
with common river rock or pea gravel which is much
more yellow and brown and lacks the unique color range
that makes Chalet highly popular.

DELIVERY TO YOUR JOB SITE

In addition to our two
delivery trucks—one
with dump capacity—
SRN also has access to
independent carriers
that can deliver with
Spyder or boom offloading capabilities.
Capacity of these trucks varies with configuration; please
give us a call for details.

